LINCOLNSHIRE WILDLIFE TRUST
UNIQUE REFERENCE NUMBER: 10031863
TRITON KNOLL ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
RESPONSES TO THE EXAMINING AUTHORITY’S FIRST WRITTEN QUESTIONS

Alt 1.20 - Landfall selection
a) To what extent did the decision to use Anderby Creek North rely on the fact that no agreement could
be reached with the Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust to use Anderby Creek South, as set out in Paragraph
4.3.16 of Document 8.17?
The Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust (LWT) can confirm that the applicant discussed the possible landfall at
Anderby Creek South with LWT and the account given in Paragraph 4.3.16 of Document 8.17 is an
appropriate summary of LWT’s position. The land to the south of Anderby Creek was purchased by
LWT for the enhancement of grazing marsh habitats including seasonally and permanently flooded
wetland areas. The location of the transition jointing bays and cabling within this land would reduce the
area of land available for wetland creation and would restrict LWT’s ability to create wetland habitats on
the site as the transition joint bays have to remain dry, and at the time of discussion the applicants were
unable to give LWT assurances that wetland habitats could be created above the cable corridor.
b) State whether compulsory acquisition was considered.
This is not a question that LWT is in a position to answer.
EOn 1.6 - Surveys
In your Relevant Representation [RR-165] you say that you have “serious concerns regarding the
onshore cable route” and that “our main concerns relate to … incomplete survey coverage of the cable
corridor”, “inadequate assessment of semi-natural habitats” and “the lack of biodiversity enhancements
proposed.”
i) Are you satisfied that all habitats have been correctly identified and evaluated?
The Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust (LWT) has concerns that on the ground ecological surveys have not
been carried out for a large percentage of the cable corridor. Whilst we appreciate that this was due to
lack of permissions to survey this does not negate the fact that on the ground surveys are the best way
to identify and evaluate habitats. We recognise the value of aerial surveys to broadly categorise
habitats but this is open to error, as per the example in LWT’s relevant representation of misinterpretation of a grassland site as woodland in the Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes (LCGM)
Project Burgh-le Marsh target area (located at OS grid reference TF50616 64065 and identified as GW6 on Figure 3.2f of Document 6.2.5.4.1), and it does not enable detailed assessment to be carried
out. For example, aerial surveys might identify a field to be grassland but without on the ground survey
there is no way to know if this grassland is species rich or poor. This concerns LWT as sites that have
not been surveyed at ground level may be of Local Wildlife Site (LWS) quality and therefore of nature
conservation importance.
ii) If not, how does this affect your interpretation of the assessment?
Regarding areas where ecological surveys have taken place on the ground LWT has concerns that
semi-natural habitats identified were not assessed against the Local Wildlife Site criteria for Lincolnshire
(Local Wildlife Site Guidelines for Greater Lincolnshire are available to download from
www.glnp.org.uk). During recent discussions with the applicant we have been assured that this has
now been carried out and no sites were found to meet the criteria.
In the areas where assessment has relied on aerial surveys LWT considers that a robust assessment of
impacts on any semi-natural habitats cannot be carried out until ecological surveys have been carried

out on the ground. It is therefore vital that in the event that consent is granted for the development
robust plans must be in place for pre-construction surveys to assess the habitats and species present
and ensure that there is sufficient time to put in place any mitigation or compensation that may be
required.
In relation to grazing marsh sites specifically, we have had further discussion with the applicants and
they are now accepting the LCGM project’s assessment of grazing marsh and other grassland habitats
in the Burgh le Marsh target area (see Appendix 1). We are now more confident that impacts on grazing
marsh habitat in that target area will be suitably assessed.
EOn 1.9 - Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes
Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust has expressed concerns in its Relevant Representation [RR-165] about
impacts to the Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes (LCGM) areas, including disruption to grassland
hydrology during the construction phase. It is understood that LWT also have concerns that cable
installation could restrict the potential to create wetland habitats, through restrictions on excavating
above the buried cables.
a) How much actual grazing marsh is there at present?
The profile for the Lincolnshire Coast and Marshes National Character Area (NCA 42) records only 172
ha of grazing marsh habitat remaining in 2011. However, the Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes
Project has worked closely with local farmers and as a result there has been an increase in the extent
of grazing marsh and other wetland habitats within the three project target areas at Burgh le Marsh,
Anderby/Huttoft and Saltfleetby. Maps summarising the achievements of the project in the three priority
target areas have been produced (see Appendix 1) from which the total area of grazing marsh priority
habitat within, and close to, each target area has been calculated as follows:
Grazing Marsh Project
Target Area
Burgh-le-Marsh
Anderby/Huttoft
Saltfleetby

Total area (hectares)
2982
606
5521
9109

Grazing marsh habitat
(hectares)
457
4
563
937

b) Have any Priority Field Sites been identified?
Given the large size of the Lincolnshire Coast and Marshes National Character Area (NCA 42) at
approximately 90,000ha, the Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes Project identified three target areas
on which to focus efforts. The areas selected were those where there is a relatively high proportion of
grassland and livestock/mixed farming systems (Burgh le Marsh and Saltfleetby target areas) and
where organisations have strong aspirations for habitat creation (Huttoft/Anderby target area i.e.
Lincolnshire Coastal Country Park). All fields within these target areas (both grassland and arable)
have therefore been priorities for habitat creation.
In terms of priority habitats, grazing marsh priority habitat has been identified in the target areas and is
shown on the maps in Appendix 1.
c) If so, are they in any way compromised by these proposals?
This question may be answered through a Statement of Common Ground (SoCG). If so, reference the
section of the SoCG in which the response appears.
LWT considers that these proposals would compromise grazing marsh priority habitats and the
likelihood of further habitat creation along the cable corridor. See paragraphs 2.10 to 2.13 of LWT’s
written representation.
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